
Unit 6 : Cause and Effect.

Contents:

1. Definition and purposes of cause and effect

2. Organization of cause and effect paragraphs

3. Language useful for the topic sentences of cause and

effect paragraphs

4. Coherence in cause and effect paragraphs

5. Exercises

Objectives:

After studying this Unit, a student

- knows what a cause and effect paragraph and its

purposes are.

- can make an outline and write effective topic

sentences for cause and effects paragraphs.

- knows how to make cause and effect paragraphs coherent.

- can do the exercises effectively.
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1. Definition and purposes of cause and effect

The second kind of argumentative writing required in

this course is using the method of paragraph development Cause

and Effect. A cause and effect paragraph is a paragraph that

indicates the cause (or reason) that produces an effect (or re-

sult), or the paragraph that points out the effect (or result)

produced by a cause. The function of cause/effect is usually to

answer the questions 'Why", such as Why  did it happen?" or

"What", such as 'What are its causes?" or 'What are its effects?"

In short, the cause/effect paragraph explains why a condition

occurs or the effect that this condition brings about.

Cause/effect models can be found in many kinds of

writing and can be used for any of the writer's purposes: to

justify or condemn some action, to prove or disprove an idea,

belief or assertion, to explain or to give an account of some-

thing or situation, to convince, or to draw a conclusion.

The following example paragraph provides three reasons

to prove that Bangkok today is not suitable to live in.

Other than for opportunities for education and

jobs, Bangkok today is a poor 'city to live in be-

cause of three reasons. The first reason is the

traffic problem which is getting worse and worse. It

is not only at certain hours or certain places, but

all the time everywhere. The environmental problem
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is the second reason for Bangkok's not being suit-

able to live in. At present, Bangkok is facing many

kinds of pollution - such as, air, water and noise

pollution - all of which can make people unhealtm.

The final reason concerns the crime problem which

threatens Bangkokians everyday. People and their

property are unsafe at every moment.

Again, in the following paragraph, the writer's purpose

is to convince the reader that the political crisis may produce

some effects on children in some aspects or conditions.

The political crisis called "'Black May" may

have at least two impacts on children. Firstly, in

living conditions, the children whose fathers or

mothers were killed in the event became fatherless

or motherless immediately. As a result, they have no

supporters who take care of them and provide them

with both living necessities and education. This

problem will certainly- lead to social problems now

and in the future. Secondly, in mental state, this

crisis may firmly cultivate aggressiveness in the

children's minds. They may think that the way to

deal with this same crisis is to use Wily  power,

killing those who have opposing opinions to theirs.

Consequently, when these children grow up they- may

become aggressive.
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2. Organization of a cause and effect  paragraph

The cause/effect paragraph is based on a formula "X'

(cause) produces Y (effect) or "Y (effect) is produced by X

(cause)." In other words, "Because X has taken place, Yhas

occurred" or "Y has occurred because of X." Based on that formula,

the organization of a cause and effect paragraph or essay falls

into two basic pattern outlines: the cause-to-effect pattern and

the effect-to-cause pattern, each of which is determined by the

topic sentence that gives bath the cause and the effect.

The cause-to-effect pattern

In the cause-to-effect pattern, the topic sentence of a

paragraph states the main idea in such a way that some cause pro-

duces some effects. Consider the following paragraph in which the

topic sentence indicates the cause first, then the discussion of

the paragraph concerns the effects resulting from that cause.

A copper indusks-  depression in Arizona has

caused great losses. One effect of the copper indus-

ta-  depression is the loss of more than 46 million

dollars in wages last year alone. Another is that

Arizona business lost more than 39 million dollars

in copper industry purchases. The third is that

state and local governments lost more than 9 million

dollars in taxes. The fourth effect is that one out
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spaces provided by using the additional details

given. The first one is done as an example.

Topic sentence: There are two main causes that contribute to skin

cancer.

Additional details: 1. exessive exposure to sunlight

2. exposure to toxic substances

Major support sentence 1: The most common cause of skin cancer is

excessive exposure to sunlight.

Major support sentence 2: The exposure to toxic substances is

another cause that causes this disease.

Topic sentence: Deforestation affects the weather and environment.

Addition details: 1. the high level of carbon dioxide

2. topsoil washed away

Major support sentence 1.

Major support sentence 2.
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